Network as a Service (NaaS)

Affordable Enterprise WAN Connectivity
Masergy Network as a Service (NaaS) allows global enterprises a turnkey solution for securely connecting remote locations to their Masergy MPLS network. NaaS delivers a lower-cost option for robust, seamless global connectivity while providing Masergy’s fully-managed enterprise service quality.

Ultimate Business Agility
With Masergy NaaS, a company gains unparalleled network flexibility. For example, our NaaS enables a global company to leverage a low-cost, broadband Internet service to securely connect a new remote office in Asia seamlessly to the company’s datacenters in Europe or business-critical cloud applications hosted in America. Masergy NaaS can also empower the same company to implement a global strategy for seamless automatic failover of corporate network connections or data recovery in case of natural disasters.

If a company has a connection to the public Internet, Masergy NaaS can establish a secure connection to their corporate network from anywhere in the world.

Network as a Service connectivity options:
- Masergy-provided MTE
- Masergy Managed Router
- Customer-provided router

FEATURES
- True global availability
- Low-cost solution for business continuity
- Monitored and managed 24/7
- On-premise customer equipment provided at no cost

BENEFITS
- Engineering expertise
- Lower TCO
- Simple configuration and management
- Proactive network monitoring with 24/7 support
- Disaster recovery and auto-failover capabilities
Fully-managed Connectivity

Masergy NaaS connections are fully-managed and proactively monitored 24/7 by Masergy engineers. IT teams can get detailed usage reporting on-demand via our patented layer of real-time analytics built into our high-performance global network.

Unmatched Control

Every NaaS connection comes standard with our award-winning Masergy Intelligent Service Control (ISC). Need to increase available bandwidth or service planes in real time? Use our cloud-based ISC for on-demand or pre-scheduled service modifications from anywhere via a browser or our mobile apps designed specifically to run on both Apple iOS and Google Android devices.

Real-time Analytics

Masergy embedded a patented layer of software defined network control into our NaaS, enabling customers to gain unparalleled visibility into the health of their network. NaaS customers can use our optional Masergy Intelligent Network Analyst (INA) to get detailed analytics about their remote connections in real time from any web-enabled device.